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About This Game

Machine Made: Rebirth is a classic fantasy/sci-fi RPG, you will play as Tibby, an angelic girl lost in a world of advanced
technology, magic and corruption. Having lost her memories, Tibby must find a way to rediscover her history and her true self

to overthrow the evil Machine God that threatens the world.

There are a colourful cast of characters, character customization, crafting, special summoned allies, and Memoria, items that
will reveal the backstory of Tibby and her people, the Zephyrim, and will help the player to reveal the secrets of her past. These

items activate scenes that will show the player Tibby's memories.

This game is developed for the classic retro RPG lover, someone who is waiting to sit down with a compelling cast of
characters, level them up, and allow the story to unfold as they lead the heroes to victory, romance and truth, ultimately saving

the world from destruction at the hands of a Machine God!
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The personal graphics are a nice touch and the story seems interesting. The graphic quality in certain sequence types and the low
quality amateur narration has made this game impossible for me to imerse myself in. I cringe every time someone says
something.. I have played only a few hours of this game. I loved the story and setting that is presented. The combat is the simple
turn based RPG flavor. The huge problem i had witht he game is the lack of direction that is given when collecting items and
finding out where to go next. Most of the time that I have logged in the game has been spent wandering around the same areas
clicking every conceivable spot to find one item or a spot that leads to the next area, It is incredibly frustrating. I would not
reccomend this game.
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